THIS is the finest audio cabinetry procurable. Quietly yet unmistakably elegant, AMI enclosures attest most eloquently to the cultivated tastes of those who select them as possessions of enduring worth and excellence. HAND made by a small band of dedicated craftsmen who leave their mark of distinction on every piece, AMI enclosures are doubly prized: for carefully chosen solid core stock of impressive thickness overlaid by grain-matched laminates of select woods... and for the doweled and mortised joinery used exclusively throughout. WHILE costly, this rare craftsmanship repays the owner many times over in the security and satisfaction that comes with possessions of imitable distinctiveness and quality. NOR are such exacting standards without merit acoustically as well. For here is the most rigid, resonance-free enclosure in all high fidelity. Thus the AMI enclosure is unique as an integral and functional component of the sound system, and accounts in part for the superiority of AMI tonal qualities.

HAND rubbed to a satin finish, these select woods are eternally protected from burns, alcohol and other mishaps by a special protective sealer that guards their beauty forever.

TO acquire an AMI instrument of which this superb enclosure is a part, is to have wisely invested in lasting value. For no matter what changes in componentry technological advance may bring, AMI enclosures will house them with charm and dignity... and remain cherished objects of fine furniture craftsmanship, and prized possessions of future generations.

AS functionally practical as they are beautiful, AMI instruments offer added value for those who take great care in matters of decor. Simplicity and economy of line... modernity of design and practical light and dark finishes combine to complement contemporary, traditional or continental furnishings.

Walnut, light or dark mahogany finish.